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Abstract: There have been many autonomous robot calibration methods which form closed loop structures through the various 

attached sensors and mechanical fixtures. Single point calibration among them has been used for on-site calibration due to its 

convenience of implementation. The robot can reach a single point with infinitely many configurations so that single point calibration 

algorithm can be set up and easily implemented relative to the other methods. However, it is not still easy to drive the robots’ sharp 

edge to its corresponding edge of the fixture. This is error-prone process. In this paper, we propose a 3 dimensional small 

displacement measuring sensor and a robot calibration algorithm based on this sensor. This method relieves the difficulty of matching 

two edges in the single point calibration and improves the resulting robot accuracy. Simulated study is carried out on a Hyundai 

HA06 robot to show the effectiveness of the proposed method over the single point calibration. And also, the resulting robot accuracy 

is compared with that from 3D laser tracker based calibration to show the dependency of robot accuracy on range of the workspace 

where the measurement data are collected. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, robotic manipulators are widely used for the 

advanced manufacturing applications which require the high 

position accuracy of the robots. Therefore the manipulators should 

be undergone a calibration process to improve their position 

accuracy before utilizing. The improving robot accuracy has been 

performed by the conventional robot kinematic calibration 

method. A system of linear or non-linear differential equations is 

derived based on the measurements of robot end-effector position 

and its joint angle position [1-7]. A persistent problem is to find 

external sensors which can measure the robot position accurately 

and precisely. Therefore, in order to overcome this difficulty, the 

autonomous calibration method was proposed in many works as 

an alternative [8-14]. This method only utilizes the robot joint 

position and imposes the constraints on the robot end-effector 

such as plane constraints [10-12], single point constraint with 

force sensor [13], straight line constraint [14] and so on.  

Among them, single point constraint without force sensor as 

shown in Fig. 1 is widely used in industry for on-site robot 

calibration. Single point based calibration has some advantages 

such as no use of expensive measuring device and ease to be 

implemented. But, it also has some shortcoming such as difficulty 

of matching the end-effector sharp edge to its corresponding 

fixture edge with the acceptable precision. Theoretically, due to 

the small deviation between the physical robot kinematics and the 

robot kinematic model built in its controller, it is very difficult to 

find the joint solutions for robot to reach a same point along many 

robot configurations. In practice, this job has been done for the 

skillful operator to match two edges with his eyes with teaching 

pendant operation. Therefore, this is error-prone process. In this 

paper, a low cost 3D small displacement measuring sensor is 

proposed to relieve the difficulty of this matching process and 

improve the resulting robot accuracy.  

Simulated study is carried out on a Hyundai HA06 robot to 

show the effectiveness of the proposed method over the single 

point calibration. And also, the resulting robot accuracy is 

compared with that from 3D laser tracker based calibration to 

show the dependency of robot accuracy on range of the 

workspace where the measurement data are collected. The rest of 

the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly explains the 

single point based robot calibration algorithm. Section 3 

introduces the structure of a 3D small displacement sensor and its 

corresponding robot calibration algorithm. In section 4 the 

comparative evaluation of the calibration performances of three 

cases such as single point based calibration, a 3D small 

displacement sensor based calibration and the conventional laser 

tracker based calibration (this is included to explain the 

dependency of robot accuracy on range of the workspace where 

the measurement data are collected). Section 5 shows the 

conclusion of this paper. 

 

II. SINGLE POINT BASED ROBOT CALIBRATION 

METHOD  

A calibration system which consists of a robot and a single 

point fixture is shown in Fig. 1. The robot moves its end-effector 

so that the end-effector sharp edge is matched to the edge of the 
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fixture. There are infinite robot configurations so that the both 

edges of the end-effector and the fixture are matched. 

As shown in Fig. 1, the reference coordinate frame {0} is fixed 

at the edge of the fixture, the coordinate frame {E} is assigned at 

the edge of the robot end-effector. The robot link frames are fixed 

on its link based on Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) method. The 

kinematic model of a 6 degree of freedom robotic manipulator is 

described by a transformation matrix from reference frame {0} to 

the end-effector frame {E} as follows: 

 0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

E 1 2 3 4 5 6 E
=T T T T T T T T  (1) 

For each of robot configurations, identification equations of 

robot parameters are formulated as follows [1] 

 Δ = Δ
i i

X J p  (2) 

where (3×1) vector of position error as ,Δ = −
i i, m i, c

X X X  (‘m’ 

for measured, ‘c’ for computed); Δp  is a (n×1) vector of robot 

parameter errors; J  is a (3×n) error propagation matrix (or so 

called Jacobian matrix). 

Here, the sharp edge of robot tip should be matched to the sharp 

edge of the fixture which is the origin of the base coordinate 

system. Therefore, 
i,m

X = 0 for all the configurations of the robot. 

For m robot configurations, a system of 3m equations is 

formulated as follows: 

 

1 1

m

,

m

Δ⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥= Δ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥Δ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦

� �

X J

p

X J

  (3) 

Or in short form, Δ = ΔX H p  

The vector of robot parameter errors Δp  is obtained in the 

iterative least square method as follows. 

1) Computes 
i, com

X  and H  for current parameters p  

2) 1( )T T
λ

−

Δ = Δp H H + I H X  (singularity robust inverse)       (4) 

3) 
1i i+
= + Δp p p  

4) Go to 1) until εΔ ≤p  

 

III. A THREE DIMENSIONAL SMALL DISPLACEMENT 

SENSOR BASED ROBOT CALIBRATION METHOD  

As mentioned in the single point based calibration method, it 

is difficult to match robot end-effector’s sharp edge to the edge 

of the fixture. In order to overcome this difficulty, a 3 

dimensional small displacement measuring sensor is devised as 

shown in Fig. 2.  

The 3D small displacement measuring sensor is composed of 3 

linear sensors such as LVDT(Linear Variable Differential 

Transformer) sensors. The precision of this is order of 0.05mm. 

The linear sensors are arranged in mutually orthogonal way so 

that each sensor measures the displacement as x, y, z coordinates 

with respect to the base coordinate system {0}. The measuring 

device can operate within the volume of 5×5×5 mm3 which is 

defined according to the maximum displacement of the used 

LVDT sensors.  

With this arrangement, the device can measure a 3D 

coordinates of the center of the steel ball when the ball contact to 

the planes which is rigidly connected to the probe of three linear 

sensors. This ball is attached to the end-effector. 

As shown in Fig. 2, the reference coordinates frame {0} is 

located at a position when all linear sensors are in zero indication, 

the coordinate frame {E} is attached at the center of the ball. The 

robot kinematic model is described by Eq. (1) and the 

identification equations of robot parameters are described by Eq. 

(2). Here, 
i,m

X  is a vector of measured position of the ball by 

using the sensor, whereas 
i, c

X  is a vector of computed position 

of the ball by using robot forward kinematics. The rest of the 

calibration algorithm just follows the iterative least square method 

as explained in Eq. (4).  

 

그림 1. 단일점기반 로봇 캘리브레이션 구성. 

Fig.  1. A set up of the single point based calibration. 

그림 2. 3D 미소변위센서 기반 로봇 캘리브레이션 구성. 

Fig.  2. A set up of a calibration method using the 3D small 

displacement measuring sensor. 

 

 

그림 3. 3D 레이저 트랙커 기반 로봇 캘리브레이션 구성. 

Fig.  3. A set up of a calibration method using 3D laser tracker (using 

laser interference technology). 
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The calibration algorithm here is the same as the conventional 

laser tracker based robot calibration algorithm shown in Fig. 3. 

The difference among them is placed on what are the measured 

data. The measured data for single point calibration method is that 

i,m
X = 0, where as those of other two method are that 

i,m
X  is the 

measured values of each sensor. For other two 3D sensors, the 

range of workspace where measured data is collected from the 3D 

small displacement measuring sensor is much smaller than those 

from the laser tracker sensor.  

 

IV. COMPUTER SIMULATION STUDY 

Simulated study of those calibrations above is performed for a 6 

DOF Hyundai HA06 robot which has kinematic schematics as 

shown in Fig. 4. The coordinate frames are attached on the robot 

links as shown in Fig. 4. The nominal robot parameters are listed 

in the Table 1. 

An assumed physical robot is generated by adding the link 

errors with the corresponding robot nominal parameters of Table 

1. The physical robot parameters are listed in Table 2. The 

parameters in the second rows of Tables 1 and 2 depend on the 

location of the measurement device. Single point calibration 

method has limitation to identify the full parameters of the robot, 

because it uses the closed loop constraints. Therefore, it is 

assumed that the base parameters are known before calibration for 

simplicity. And the tool parameters also have dependency with 

some robot link parameters, so they are assumed to be fixed.  

The robot moves its end-effector to M configurations in the 

robot workspace. For each robot configuration (or a set of robot 

joint positions) the robot end-effector position is computed based 

on its forward kinematics and its assumed physical parameters. In 

the practical measurement process, the measurement noise always 

exists. Therefore, in order to simulate the real situation, the 

assumed measurement noise is added to the vector of robot end-

effector position (computed position). 

The measurement noise error depends on the measuring 

accuracy of the each measurement device. The noise error is 

assumed to have a normal distribution of zero mean and standard 

deviation σ. In this study, we use the range of confidence is 3σ. 

Then, we consider the noise error for the above mentioned sensors 

of the calibration methods. 

For the single point based calibration method, the matching the 

end-effector sharp edge to the corresponding sharp edge of the 

fixture is error prone process. The matching error is assumed for 

two cases as follows: the first case, the large matching error of 0.4 

[mm], the second case, the low matching error (equivalent to the 

accuracy of some precise measuring sensors) about 0.05 [mm]. 

In the robot calibrations using a 3D small displacement 

measuring sensor and a laser measuring device, the measuring 

error is assumed to be about 0.05 [mm] for the performance 

comparison. The measurement error and the corresponding 

standard deviations σ are listed in Table 3. 

Acquiring the measurement data of the single point based 

calibration method is illustrated in Fig. 5. The robot end-effector 

 

표   3. 가정된 가우시안 측정 잡음 및 그 표준편차. 

Table 3. Assumed measurement noise and standard deviations. 

Sensing Type Gaussian noise : standard deviation σ [mm]

Single point 

Case 1: Matching error ≈ 0.4 

=> σ = 0.4/3 = 0.133 

Case 2: Matching error ≈ 0.05 

=> σ = 0.05/3 ≈ 0.018 

Small displacement
Measurement noise ≈ 0.05 

=> σ = 0.05/3 ≈ 0.018 

Laser sensor 
Measurement noise ≈ 0.05 

=> σ = 0.05/3 ≈ 0.018 

 

 

그림 5. 단일점 기반 캘리브레이션을 위한 데이터 취합. 

Fig.  5. Data collection for single point based calibration. 

 

 

그림 4. HA06 로봇 및 관련 링크 좌표계 개략도. 

Fig.  4. A schematic view of HA06 robot and its link frames. 

 

표   1. HA06 로봇의 공칭 DH 파라미터. 

Table 1. Nominal DH parameters of HA06 robot. 

i α [deg] a [m] β [deg] B [m] d [m] Δθ [deg]

1 α0 a0 β0 b0 d1 Δθ1 

2 90 0.200 - - 0 0 

3 0 0.560 0 - 0 0 

4 90 0.130 - - 0.620 0 

5 90 0 - - 0 0 

6 90 0 - - 0.100 0 

7 - 0.3 - 0.30 0.2 - 

 

표   2. HA06 로봇의 가정된 실제 DH 파라미터. 

Table 2. Assumed real DH parameters of the HA06 robot. 

i α [deg] a [m] β [deg] b [m] d [m] Δθ [deg]

1 α0 a0 β0 b0 d1 Δθ1 

2 90.2 0.208 - - 0 0.4 

3 0.1 0.560 -0.3 - 0.001 0.2 

4 89.9 0.128 - - 0.621 0.3 

5 -90.1 0.001 - - 0.001 0.3 

6 90.2 0.001 - - 0.001 -0.4 

7 - 0.3 - 0.30 0.2 - 
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is moved to many poses so that its sharp edge should be matched  

to the edge of the fixture. 

Acquiring the measurement data of the calibration method 

using a 3D small displacement measuring sensor is shown in Fig. 

6. The robot moves its end-effector to some poses inside the small 

cube so that this process relieves the difficulty of matching in 

single point calibration method. 

Acquiring the measurement data of the calibration method 

using a laser tracker sensor is shown in Fig. 7. The robot moves its 

end-effector to arbitrary poses inside the robot workspace. The 3D 

coordinates of the robot endpoints are measured and recorded by 

using the laser tracker sensor. 
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그림 8. 타당성 검증을 위하여 임의의 30 측정 위치에 대한 

로봇 정확도. 

Fig.  8. Robot accuracy at 30 measurement points used for 

validation. 

 

The calibration results for HA06 robot by applying the 

calibration methods are shown in details in Table 4.  

The single point based calibration method is performed in two 

cases of measurement noise standard deviations σ = 0.133 mm 

and σ = 0.018 mm. Other methods use the sensors which have 

measurement noise standard deviation σ = 0.018 mm. 

The robot accuracy computed with used points in calibration is 

normally higher than the accuracy computed with arbitrary points. 

Therefore, the robot accuracy is validated on a set of arbitrary 

points inside robot workspace. These arbitrary points are 

completely different to the ones used in calibration. The validation 

results are shown in Table 5. The robot position accuracy for 

validation is shown in Fig. 8. 

From the validated calibration results seen in Table 5 and Fig. 8, 

there are two aspects to be addressed. Firstly, the assumed 

matching error with σ to be 0.133 mm is small enough so that a 

human operator barely obtains this matching accuracy with his 

eyes. Nonetheless, its resulting robot accuracy is quite poor 

compared with that of 3D small displacement sensor calibration. 

If the matching accuracy in single point calibration is the same 

level in 3D small displacement sensor calibration, their resulting 

robot accuracy is the same level. But, it couldn’t be obtained by a 

human operator without help of a certain sensor. It means that the 

effectiveness of the proposed 3D small displacement sensor is 

validated, because it is not difficult to be made and it could be 

easily implemented for robot calibration. 

Secondly, it is very important to note how much the set of 

locations of measured data inside the robot workspace affect the 

robot accuracy. 

The measured data in both single point based calibration and 

3D small displacement calibration are located in very small region 

inside the workspace, whereas the measured data in laser tracker 

based calibration are located in wide region as big as the 

workspace. Here, it can be seen from Table 5 and Fig. 8 how data 

is measured inside the workspace makes the big difference of 

robot accuracy. The data set from the wider range of workspace 

leads twice better robot accuracy than the data set from the small 

그림 6. 3D 미소변위센서기반 캘리브레이션을 위한 데이터

취합. 

Fig.  6. Data collection for 3D small displacement sensor based 

calibration. 

 

그림 7. 레이저트랙커기반 캘리브레이션을 위한 데이터 취합.

Fig.  7. Data collection for laser tracker based calibration. 

 

 

표   4. 캘리브레이션에 사용된 위치를 이용한 로봇 정확도.

Table 4. Robot accuracy at measurement points used in calibration

process. 

Sensor types 
measurement 

noise [mm]

Mean Error 

[mm] 

Max. Error

[mm] 

Single point 
σ = 0.133 0.2075 0.3718 

σ = 0.018 0.0491 0.0902 

Small displacement 

sensor 
σ = 0.018 0.0505 0.0858 

Laser sensor σ = 0.018 0.0254 0.0430 

 

표   5. 타당성 검증을 위한 임의 위치에 대한 로봇 정확도.

Table 5. Robot accuracy at 30 arbitrary measurement points used for 

validation. 

Sensor types 
measurement

noise [mm]

Mean Error 

[mm] 

Max. Error

[mm] 

Single point 
σ = 0.133 0.4615 0.9016 

σ = 0.018 0.2878 0.4507 

Small displacement 

sensor 
σ = 0.018 0.2782 0.5072 

Laser sensor σ = 0.018 0.1658 0.3065 
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region. (E
mean

 from laser tracker: about 0.025mm, E
mean

 from 

other two: about 0.050mm). As a matter of fact, the effect of data 

selection on the resulting robot accuracy is ongoing research for 

the authors. From the recent investigation, the measured data set 

must be selected in direction for joints to move bigger variation. It 

will be investigated more and reported later. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a 3 dimensional small displacement measuring 

sensor is introduced and its resulting robot calibration algorithm is 

explained. This method relieves the difficulty of matching two 

edges in the single point calibration and improves the resulting 

robot accuracy. Simulated study is carried out on a Hyundai 

HA06 robot to show the effectiveness of the proposed method 

over the single point calibration. And also, the resulting robot 

accuracy is compared with that from 3D laser tracker based 

calibration to show the dependency of robot accuracy on range of 

the workspace where the measurement data are collected. In this 

case, the data set from the wider range of workspace leads twice 

better robot accuracy than the data set from the small region 

(E
mean

 from laser tracker: about 0.025mm, E
mean

 from other two: 

about 0.050mm). 
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